Optically mutual-injected terahertz quantum cascade lasers for self-mixing velocity measurements.
Self-mixing velocity sensor based on a mutual-injected two-element terahertz quantum cascade laser (THz QCL) array is studied theoretically. The working characteristics of mutual-injected THz QCL array with different frequency detunings and self-mixing feedback strengths, as well as their influences on the self-mixing measurements are discussed in detail. Within the phase-locked range, each laser in the array reaches a stable state rapidly and can be used as a self-mixing detector due to the mutual injection coupling. The array will no longer be phase-locked when the frequency detuning of the lasers is too large, and only the laser that receives the feedback light can still be used for self-mixing velocity measurements. It is also found that even for the case of strong feedback, the THz QCLs will not be completely unstable and the self-mixing velocity measurements could also be possible. In addition, the simulation also shows that the array could measure two independent moving targets simultaneously. These results provide the theoretical support for the future applications of THz QCL arrays in self-mixing sensors.